
Ignite your business with Spark Ads
At the heart of the TikTok community is authentic, native content that sparks joy.

Spark Ads are powerful native ads that allow you to boost organic content to reach new audiences, build loyal communities and see 
results. This ad format allows the same user interactions as organic videos: users can comment, like and share; they can visit your 
brand's profile by swiping left, or clicking the handle name or profile picture.

Let Your Organic Content Meet 

Paid Ads 
With Spark Ads, both social marketing and paid marketing strategies can merge 
to cement an organic presence, resonate with followers, build communities, and 
meet your business's goals.

Why use Spark Ads?

1 Get Instant Ad Performance

We are seeing overall positive campaign results from using 
Spark Ads on Video Views, Engagement Rate, CVR and 
CPM compared to Non-Spark Ads.

2 Maximize Ad Spend with Efficient 
Buying Options

Boost videos in ways that fit your campaign objectives for 
greater flexibility and efficiency with Spark Ads. 

3 Optimize for Conversions

Spark Ads continues to optimize itself with the new profile 
landing page UI and various product solutions to enhance 
lower-funnel ads delivery performance to help drive 
conversion.

Spark Ads vs non Spark Ads


New Spark Ads UI vs Old Spark Ads UI


*Source: 2022 Spark Ads Internal AB Test Result Data - Brand Auction

**Source: 2022 Spark Ads Internal AB Test Result Data - Performance Auction

*** in Aug 2022 we optimized Spark Ads with a new profile landing page UI to enhance lower funnel delivery and 
performance.


 CPM* -14%

Landing page arrival rate** +20%

CPA -37%

:6s View Through Rate* +157%

:6s CPV*-157%

Conversion Rate*** +69%

Completion Rate* +134%
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1 Trends for your friends
Show off your brand personality 

with Trends! 

2 Run to comments
Read what your customers have to say 
about your brand and engage with them.

3 Shoot your content in-app
These in-app features are here to help 
you drive conversions.

4 Break the fourth wall
Show the human side to your business. 

5 Overlay short CTA text
Include text on the screen with a call to 
action or clear offer.

6 Sound on
Recommend to use Commercial Music 
Library of pre-cleared licensed music


How to make 
captivating content?

+173%

In top of mind awareness after two exposures to a 
brand’s content on TikTok.*
*Source: TikTok Marketing Science Global Organic + Paid Study 2021 
conducted by Neurons

Organic Solutions Paid Solutions

Strengthen presence on TikTok


Build trust with the community


Have fun with storytelling

Reach targeted audiencces


Deliver large campaigns


Scale content

https://ads.tiktok.com/business/creativecenter/music/pc/en


Launching Spark Ads

Two ways to find creative

Creator Content Brand Content

Collaborate with TikTok creators 
and deliver Spark Ads featuring 

their content posted from the 
creator’s account - Ride a 

creator’s organic wave!

Boost TikTok posts under your own 
brand account - Build and cement 

your own TikTok presence!

Exisiting Content

New Content

1

Create an original video.

2

Upload to TikTok Ads 
Manager and choose the 
linked account (Brand’s/
creator’s).

3

Campaign will go live with 
ads alongside linked 
account.

How to launch creative
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Launch CampaignSet UpPrepare

1

Select an existing TikTok 
post and ask the content 
owner to generate video 
code on app.

2
Apply the video code on 
TikTok Ads Manager to use 
the post in campaign. Does 
not require account 
linkage.

3

Campaign will go live with 
ads posted from the TikTok 
account.


1 Leverage your 
Business Account, 

even if it’s nascent

 Grow your follower bas
 Create 


 Retarget for future campaigns


Business Account 
Audience

2 Turn comments on, 
and manage 
comments efficiently
In Spark Ads, there's an ad 
performance lift in conversion CTR 
for comments ON.

3 Pro Tip! Use VBO 

with Spark Ads for 
better conversion
Our internal test data shows that using Value Based 
Optimization bidding in adgroup level tends to have 
more conversion counts and/or lower CPA with higher 
ROAS compared to a non-VBO adgroup***

with TikTok Ads Manager

Multiple TikTok for Business users manage one or 
multiple TikTok accounts, for example:

 Multiple agency users accessing a client’s 
TIkTok account in their TIkTok Ads Manager

 Multiple marketers or KOLs create Spark Ads 
for one or multiple brands’ TikTok accounts.



One TikTok for Business users manages multiple 
TikTok accounts and not want to unlink/relink with 
different TikTok accounts each time.

A single TikTok for Business user manages only 
one TikTok account now or in future for Spark Ads 
creations.

One TikTok user account can only be 
linked with one TikTok for Business user 
account. It’s a 1:1 mapping.

The registered age of TikTok user 
account must be >18 to successfully link. 
You can appeal to edit account age and 
relink.

How

Note

User Manual Help Center Video Tutorial

User Manual Help Center Video Tutorial

Authorize entire 

TikTok account(s) 

in Business Center

How

Who

Who

Linking TikTok accounts 
for Spark Ads

+1.69%Conversion CTR
**

* Audience size to accumulate to at least 1,000 for targeting in ad groups

** Source: TikTok Data Science AB test experiment analysis on the value of Comment in ads, experiment time period: Jan - Feb, 2022.

*** When running at least 7 days without making any adjustment.


Learn more: Spark Ads 101

Running Spark Ads for performance

https://bytedance.feishu.cn/file/boxcnaOA2CuvcBOwfUO53K1Y0Lf
https://ads.tiktok.com/help/article?aid=10001864
https://ads.tiktok.com/help/article?aid=10005770
https://bytedance.feishu.cn/file/boxcnEY26JEa5hpPrfb3OVtCKpc
https://ads.tiktok.com/help/article?aid=10006161
https://www.tiktok.com/@tiktok_small_business/video/7145902369207913774
https://ads.tiktok.com/help/article?aid=10011405
https://www.tiktok.com/business/en/blog/spark-ads-101-make-tiktoks-into-ads
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